Anti-whaling organizations are often presented as conservationists (Nature 481, 114; 2012) . But for conservation efforts to advance, we need to resolve the differences between animal welfare, which is concerned with individuals, and environmental conservation, which focuses on maintaining populations, species and ecosystems.
Anti-whaling organizations spend millions of dollars every year trying to stop the Japanese whaling fleet from hunting the common minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata), which is not endangered (Nature 481, 139-140; 2012) . Their use of financial resources is justifiable only from an animalwelfare perspective.
If the anti-whaling lobby were interested in whale conservation, it would use its financial power to help to assess the population ecology and dynamics of the many whale species listed as 'data deficient' by the International Union for Conservation of Nature. This would enable evidence-based quotas to be set for countries that choose to exploit this resource.
The quota-trading scheme proposed by Christopher Costello and his colleagues is a promising market-based solution for whale conservation, but is unlikely to succeed. For some countries, such as Japan, whaling is a symbol of national and cultural identity, so the economic returns may not provide sufficient incentive. Also, this is strictly a moral issue for the anti-whaling lobby, driven not by environmental conservation but by the suffering imposed on individual whales.
Over the past decade, the two sides have grown further apart. If a compromise is to be reached, environmental conservationists must inform decision-makers and public opinion in the same way that the anti-whaling lobby has used its financial muscle to push its agenda over the years. Lobbying takes time and money: more than US$3.5 billion was spent in 2010 on lobbying US Congress members. Academic scientists simply cannot compete on that scale.
Scientists must be impartial arbiters of data, not political agents. They need to be able to negotiate with governments, irrespective of their political hue, and to advise politicians in a useful and timely way.
Scientific-liaison offices would give scientists an apolitical route to policy formation. These would have a cross-ministerial mandate to make research results accessible and enable politicians and policy-makers to reach informed decisions.
When politicians ignore science, it is a failure of our system of governance rather than of individual scientists to act as lobbyists for their research. 
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